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Self
Sustainability
Top Trend
Mid-Year
Update
The trend for self-sustainability, for individuals, their families and a growing number of countries,
intensifies sharply in 2016. On the national level, with trade wars expanding and geopolitical tensions and
conflicts escalating, countries with large enough populations and ample and/or unique natural and human
resources will build and sustain economies by manufacturing and growing what they need and trading
within their own borders.
Individuals and their families, no longer able to rely on economically strapped governments and public
institutions to meet their needs, while earning less in jobs that don’t pay living wages, will take life into
their own hands and become more self-sustainable.
Trend Forecast: Two parallel tracks of self-sustainability—affecting large-population countries and individuals
worldwide – will become clearly defined in 2016. On the national scale, countries will grow stronger by
producing and consuming as much as they can that’s built and grown within their borders. Thus,
money spent at home will stay at home, rather than going overseas.
On individual levels, getting off the grid and voluntary simplicity will be hot trends, particularly
among millennials. These shifts will create economic opportunity to meet emerging needs in housing,
food, transportation, furnishings, technology and more.
Trend Update:
While robots are already being used to stack warehouse shelves, scan and check out store items and
drive certain types of vehicles, the next wave of robotics will assume middle-management responsibilities.
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These include quality control, data collection and analysis and resolving customer complaints.
Various researchers are refining robots’ physical appearance and capabilities, creating more human-like
faces and sensor-laden robot “skin” that can detect, for example, that a robot is touching something on fire.
Intense development also continues around robots’ emotional affect, enabling machines to interact more
effectively with humans.
British technopreneur Patrick Levy Rosenthal claims to have embedded 12 emotions on a chip that can
be installed in robots to give them human-like feelings.
But the greatest advances continue to be made in robots’ ability to access knowledge and operate
independently. A consortium of researchers is creating “RoboBrain,” a giant repository of basic information,
videos, appliance operating manuals and other practical wisdom that any robot will be able to access. For
example, if a robot has never seen a coffee mug, it can tap into RoboBrain to learn what a mug is for, that
it can be held by the handle and that it has to be carried upright when full but not when empty. Engineers
at Tufts University have given a robot the ability to reflect on an instruction and refuse to carry it out if
the robot thinks the action might endanger it.
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